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Evidence-Based Reading and Writing: 

TDA, DBQ, and SAT 
Grades 3–8 with John Collins 

9am–3:30pm 
 

LOCATION: 4800 Union Deposit Road, Harrisburg, PA 17111 

REGISTRATION: Restricted to members of the Diocese of Harrisburg Catholic Schools only 

TARGET AUDIENCE: For teachers in all content areas, department heads, principals, supervisors, curriculum committee 

members, and special educators in grades 3–8 
 

Evidence-Based Reading and Writing is a new offering from Collins Education Associates that requires no background knowledge 

of the Collins Writing Program. It is a schoolwide approach for grades 3-12. 
 

Careful reading, thoughtful analysis, and clear writing have always been valuable skills in a democracy. As the internet explodes 

with questionable news stories, students need to be even more critical when they read and interpret evidence. And when they 

write, they need to use evidence effectively to make or critique a claim. 
 

To encourage and measure these skills, many states have added text dependent analysis questions (TDAs) to their assessment 

tests. Students who do not receive thoughtful instruction on how to read closely, find and cite quotes, and interpret textual 

evidence make little progress toward clear writing. Many resort to randomly inserting quotations with no context or explanation. 

Others choose quotes that are irrelevant, insubstantial, or incomplete. Students may not know how to truncate a quote or 

interpret the essential phrases within a quote. And without these skills, students will not be able to write meaningful essays. 
 

This workshop offers guidelines and exercises to help students choose, use, and explain evidence in their text dependent analysis 

and evidence-based essays.  
 

DURING THE SESSION, PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN . . . 

 Five guidelines to help prepare students for evidence-based writing and promote a wide range of content-based reading 

 Key elements of evidence-based prompts and essential general academic vocabulary that appears most frequently         

in prompts 

 Writing techniques that help students create clear central idea statements, retain content, and improve word choice 

 Three reading strategies that help students preview, closely read, and engage with complex text 

 Four strategies to cite textual evidence that lead to more sophisticated writing 

 

Register 

Questions can be directed to Margaret Barrett at mbarrett@hbgdiocese.org. 

  Diocese of Harrisburg Catholic Schools 

  Collins Writing Workshop 

  August 2, 2018   

https://www.hbgdiocese.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/memo-and-payment-and-registration-form-for-Evidence-Based-Reading-and-Writing-8-2-2018.pdf
mailto:MBarrett@hbgdiocese.org

